cardiac diagnosis at discharge 52.4% v 71.7%. For patients triaged to the “rule out” group and discharged home from the ED there were no MACE (1 MACE in the rule in group appropriately discharged after cardiology review) and no deaths in April 2018 compared with 2 MACE and no deaths in April 2017. For patients in April 2018 with an initial troponin <5ng/L and discharged home there were no MACE or deaths at 30 days.

Conclusion Our results have shown a significant reduction in the median time from ED arrival to discharge, a benefit greatest seen in those presenting with a To value > 12ng/L. A greater number of patients were discharged from the ED. In those admitted there was an increased PPV for a cardiac diagnosis on discharge. The new pathway was also shown to be safe.

In an NHS era of overwhelmed EDs, 4 hour targets and high inpatient bed occupancy our results have shown the new 0/1h troponin pathway to be more efficacious than our previous care. Patients were safely triaged to a quicker discharge, with a reduced proportion of admissions. To continue improving the efficacy of the new pathway we have increased the cut off for To to 5ng/L in January 2019 and plan to further reassess this pathway.
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Introduction European guidelines recommend a primary PCI strategy in patients following out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) with ST-segment elevation on the ECG. In those without ST elevation the decision to proceed to urgent angiography is recommended if there is a high index of suspicion of ischaemia. Predicting which patients are likely to have an acute coronary lesion utilising clinical characteristics available at the time of resuscitation may help inform decision making over which patients should proceed to emergent angiography. The ACS2 score has been shown in a registry of 247 patients to predict the presence of an acute coronary lesion in those resuscitated from an OHCA and hence those who may benefit from emergency coronary angiography. It includes: preceding Angina, Congestive heart failure symptoms, a Shockable rhythm and ST-elevation. We sought to validate this scoring system with an independent cohort of OHCA patients.

Methods We retrospectively analysed patients admitted to our cardiac tertiary centre with an OHCA who underwent coronary angiography between 2014 and 2018 and followed them up until discharge or death in hospital. Baseline demographic characteristics and angiographic findings were recorded.

Results 395 patients were analysed over a 4 year period. The average age was 61.7 years (SD±13.9). 76.7% of patients were found to have an acute (culprit) coronary lesion and 64.3% of patients had ST-elevation. There was no difference in mean age in those with vs without an acute lesion (62.3 vs 59.1 years, p=0.053). Likewise, the presence of an acute lesion was not associated with (percentage with acute lesion): male gender (76.9% vs 75.9%, p=0.840), existing coronary artery disease (72.4% vs 77.7%, p=0.329), diabetes (76.1% vs 77.8%, p=0.739), smoking (81.4% vs 77.8%, p=0.486), previous coronary intervention (71.8% vs 77.7%, p=0.411) or previous CABG (61.1% vs 78%, p=0.096). Similarly, there was no difference in mean downtime (23.6 min vs 22.5 min, p=0.071) or in-hospital mortality (35.8% vs 41.8%, p=0.302) in those with vs without an acute lesion.

When the components of the ACS2 model were analysed independently, the presence of an acute lesion was associated with: preceding angina (87.2% vs 72.6%, p=0.002), a shockable rhythm (80.1% vs 62.5%, p=0.003) and ST-elevation (93.6% vs 46.4%, p=0.0001), but not with congestive heart failure symptoms (79.2% vs 74.9%, p=0.253). When analysed with stepwise logistic regression, the model as a whole correctly predicted 82.5% of cases and had good discrimination (C-statistic 0.832, 95% CI 0.747–0.858, Hosmer and Lemeshow p=0.902). The model was superior to the presence of ST-elevation alone (C-statistic 0.802, 95% CI 0.847–0.858, X2 difference in -2loglikelihood 18.8, p=0.001).

When all factors were given one point, other than ST-elevation which was given two points, and scores were totalled, the percentage of patients found to have an acute coronary lesion was (0–5): 14.3%, 41.9%, 54.0%, 90.6%, 94.7% and 95.8%.

Conclusion These results are the first to our knowledge to validate, using an independent contemporary cohort, the ACS2 scoring system for the prediction of an acute coronary lesion in those resuscitated from an OHCA. As such, our study supports the use of ACS2 to determine which OHCA patients should receive emergency coronary angiography.
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Introduction Blood-based biomarkers may be useful in the identification of residual risk for death or acute myocardial infarction (AMI) in patients with a previous acute coronary syndrome. Cathepsin S (CTSS) is a lysosomal cysteine protease with potent elastolytic and collagenolytic activity, which plays an important role in cardiovascular disease through extracellular matrix degradation, vasa vasorum development and atherosclerotic plaque rupture. The aim of the present study was to determine the prognostic and reclassification value of baseline